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ASSYRIOLOGY. 

Die ReUgilJ1l BdyltHlims riM Assyriens. Von MORRIS JASTJlOW, Jr. 

Lieferungen 8,9, 10, 11. (A. T6pelmann, Giessen, 1905-7.) 

PROFESSOR JASTIlOW continues his great work 00 Babylonian Religion. 
Chapter xviii deals with Psalms and Lamentations. The Oracles 
follow, then Omens and their interpretation. These chapters are of 
great interest for the illustrations they afford of the Old Testament and 
for the religious conceptions they embody. The traoslations of specimen 
passages are in most cases improvements on previous attempts, and 
many will be astonished to see the amollnt of such literature and to 
learn of its great age. The discussion of the oracles is most valuable, 
and to most readers will introduce a completely new subject for com
parison with both O. T. and classical examples. To the investiganon 
of omen texts and the actual nature of the appearances observed on the 
liver of the slain animal Dr Jastrow has contributed a brilliant piece 
of research. Consequently a flood of light is thrown on Etruscan 
augury as well as many obscure O. T. references. The book is a mine 
for comparative religion and cballenges all who are interested in Old 
Testament study. 

Ba/Jy/01IiI&Ms I", Nnm. Testa"""t. Von DR A. JBDMUS. a. C. 
Hinrichs, Leipzig, 1905.) 

DR JEDMJAS, well known by his invaluable Das A/le Testament ;111 
Lklde des A/tm O,.;mls, here extends his researches into the New 
Testament. His special theory of Calendar myths and their importance 
for the understanding of ancient religion is developed with great skiD, 
and one may here see what is to be said for it. The Apocalypse is 
naturally the chief field of exploration, but classical parallds and even 
less known religions are used for illustration. The I'CIlW'kable nature 
of the likeneaes between the early Christian presentation and pagan 
religious thought s~w what a struggle the early apologislS must have 
had to face, and it is instructive, also, in view of attacks now Jnade in 
!he name of compuative religion. The book is a mioe of interesting 
illustJations. 
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Die Padallylonisten, tier AIIe Orient lIu4ie AeOptis&1Ie ReIigiqIr. Voo 
DR A. JUBMJAS. a. C. Hinricbs, Leipzig, 1907.) 

. THIS first number of a series entitled IIII Xalllpft II1fI tIm A/Iea 
Orie"t, We.v- tIfIIl Smitsdlriften, MrallSpge/Jm fJtnI AIfnd Jenlllias 
IInd Hllgo Windier, is an attempt to bring the knowledge of the new 
views of ancient religion and culture under the notice of the layman. 
It is very interesting and will quicken the impulse given by Delitzscb's 
Ballel IIM Bi!Je/ to the study of Babylonian antiquities. Probably 
some such theorizing as is here given is absolutely necessary to stir up 
interest in subjects which more sober treatment would ensure being 
entirely ignored. Criticism will doubtless refute the errors, and more 
mature reflexion modify the point of view, and the usual turmoil made 
by new theories will settle down into lasting appreciation of the tIUth. 
Meantime this sort of thing must be read and considered. 

Assyris&Uallylo"u&1Ie Brieft n/'-giism InIudts (IUS tier Sugottitkueil. 
Inaugural dissertation. Van DR EMIL BEHRENs, O. C. Hinric:bs, 
Leipzig, 1905.) 57 pp. 8vo. 

DR BEHItENS has taken for his dissertation a number of the letters 
published by ProCessor R. F. Harper &om the Nineveh collections in 
the British Museum, selecting those which are interesting for the light 
they throw upon the religion of Assyria. By comparing passage with 
passage, cuned not only &om the letters but from the whole field of 
Assyrian literature, he has succeeded in solving many of the difficulties 
of these very difficult documents. The letters did not attempt to 
explain what their recipient was bound to know, and, consequently, at 
every step we are faced by unanswered questions. 

The introduction gives the literature of the subject and a brief sketch 
of the many contributions to the lexicon, which the letters make. Then 
follows an admirable outline of what can be gained from these docu· 
ments for the history of the cults. This part is full of interest and well 
arranged. Then follow the selected texts, more .of which are to appear 
as Heft I of the second volume of the Uip_ig Se",itie StrIaiu. They 
are discussed with a full commentary and no difficulty is shirked, 
though naturally much is left unsolved. This is largely due to the 
many technical expressions, which are usually found with the same 
context and thus remain as obscure as if they were only found once. 
The publication of more texts is our only hope of discovering some 
dift'erent usage which will fix their meaning. 
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AssyriseA-lH.JlJylonistlle Brieft lnlllistllnl IIIIIalts as tkr Sa~t. 
Von DR EXIL BEBREN8. ij. C. Hinrichs, Leipzig, 1906.) 

THE number of the Lelp.,gn- Semilistlle StruJien which extends the 
above dissertation discusses a number of other passages from the 
Assyrian Letters, and is a most valuable contribution to our knowledge 
of the religious rites and ceremonies. 

The work is most carefully and thoroughly done, and its value is 
increased by the numerous little notes (marked Z.) by Professor Zim
mern, whose vast knowledge and rare insight rarely fails to bring light 
into obscure places. The general contents are of high value for the 
study of religion in Assyria and for the lexicon. It is noteworthy that 
the writers sometimes quote from their religious books such phrases as 
'the fear of the gods begets favour', or • the veneration of the Anunnaki 
restores life '. The section on the • holy days' is valuable for the 
question of the Sabbath. The connexion of sickness and sin is full of 
interest, as are also the references to the cult of the dead. The 
mention of NabO's writing the 'credit on account' of the king and his 
sons in the 'book of life to last for ever' is noteworthy. Deeply 
interesting are the pilgrimages of the king's 'double' and the royal 
cloak (or pa!1iM", ?). 

The lexicon benefits greatly. Thus the riIbt~ so long obseure, are 
seen to be a sort of spice or incense, with which we may compare the 
female name MarlJibittJ, root r~. Some thirty or forty new words 
are discussed which bear more or less on Hebrew et)'mology and dese"e 
the attention of comparative philologists. 

TIle Origin of Some CUlI4Ilorm Signs. By GEOItGE A. BARTON. 
Reprinted from Old Testament and Semitic Studies in Memory of 
William Rainey Harper. (University of Chicago Press.) 

THIS is a useful attempt to trace the origin of certain cuneiform 
signs, and incidentally s~es to make plain the reasons why certain 
signs are used with more than one syDabic value. It is naturally 
sotnewhat precarious to argue back from the objects which the 
signs represented in their later forms to the original picture or pictures. 
Incidentally illustration is afforded of Hebrew and other Semitic meta
phors. That any picture at all could be used to denote an abstract idea 
must have involved a convention as to its meaning is probably olmous, 
but it is very difficult to be sure of the developemeot from picture
writing to spelling. The value of Dr Barton's monograph lies in its 
COllection and comparison of the oldest forms of the signa, and doubtless 
be has rightly divined much that will only be confirmed. He can 
scarcely feel much disappointment if fresb evidence oblige. him to 
IBOdify a large number or his conclusions. 
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.Ru~QI'dleS i" Assyria" and Bdyltmia" Geograp".Y, Part I. By ()uy 
A. TOFTEEN. (University of Chicago Press, 1908.) 

WHATEVER may be our opinion of the value of the historical ~ 
tions of Assyria and Babylonia. there is no doubt that they have greatly 
increased our knowledge of the geography of Mesopotamia. A king 
would hardly record his conquest of a land or city that had no existence. 
His reference may, howover, be so vague that much uncertainty is still 
left as to the exact locality. Consequently some of the conclusions 
reached by Dr Tofteen will have to be revised. The ancient Baby
lonians and Assyrians very conveniently inscribed the name of the 
temple on the bricks with which it was built or restored. If they did 
not also name the city where it stood, the temple name will usually 
give a clue. Not much excavation is needed to find such bricks, 
and the geography would be rapidly made out with little effort if 
this clue were followed up. Or Tofteen has made use of the hints 
contained in deeds of sale, letters, and most of the literary remains, 
so recovering a vast collection of place-names. Few of these caD 

yet be localized with certainty, but he has made some noteworthy 
advances, and one can only hope he will be further auccessful. 
One source of much confusion is that places far apart bore the 
same name, or names SQ nearly alike as to be easily confounded. 
A future task will be to trace the cause of this, whether due to eQligra
tion or racial identity, or merely accidental. 

Sie""'.aA/ und Sa66at 6ei tk" BalJyltmient tlnd i,. AImI ns/tJ .... 
Eine religionsgeschichtliche Studie, von OR J. HEJDr. O. C 
Hinrichs, Leipzig, 1907.) 

THIS is one of the excellent LeipDgrr Semitisllle SIwliett edited by 
Professor A. Fischer and H. Zimmern. Or Hehn collects all the 
passages in tbe published QUleiform texts which seem to bear in auy 
way on the meaning of the number 'Seven' or would elucidate its 
connexion with the Sabbath. Naturally he finds no account of the 
prigin or institution of the Hebrew Sabbath, which remains as obvious 
or as inexplicable as before. Much that he has collected is of graI 
interest for the history of religious ideas, and he definitely lays tDaDJ 
a ghOlt. It has always beeD matter of conjecture what suggested 
the number of the days in the week, and he does wdl to shew 
the sligbtoeBI of its connexion with the planets, His observatioos 
on other sacred numbers, three, four, twelve, lItc., are equally 
illuminating. 

The diaculSioDl of the passages bearing upon the wont 1fI/NI1trI are bJ 
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no means satisfactory, but the facts are· all marshalled with care'and 
great accuracy. The views which he sets out are marked by originality, 
and his arguments will have to be met in detail. Whether his investi
gation of the Old Testament evidence bear the test of time or not, he 
adds once more proof that we know about all that can be obtained from 
that quartor. Whether the Babylonian evidence reall, throws any light 
at all upon the question is mOle doubtful It is a boon to have 
it collected and arranged in such convenient form. 

7Ie Assyr"an Wonl NIIlJdIhl. By CHRISTOPHER JOHNSTOK. Re
printed from Old Testament and Semitic Studies in Memory of 
William Rainey Harper. (University of Chicago Press.) 

THE word is of importance in connexion with the Sabbath question, 
and this monograph is a welcome supplement to the Babylonian 
evidence as to the real meaning of the Calendar references to the 7th, 
14th, &c. days of the month. Dr Johnston has made out a good 
case for his contentions, and incidentally explains many of the words 
treated by Dr' Hehn above. Much atill remains to be worked out 
concerning the Babylonian calendar, but this piece of work will render 
advance much easier. 

ne .A.raIIUIk I~nb M tM DfKUmmts of tAl MllrtiU Sons. By 
ALBERT T. CUY. Reprinted from the Old Testament and Semitic 
Studies in Memory of William Rainey Harper. (University of 
Chicago Press.) 

MANY Babylonian Tablets contain inscriptions in Aramaic characters 
briefly iodicatinS the nature of the business involved. They are 
valuable as checking in various ways the conclusions of cuneiform 
scholars. Thus we now know that the Babylonian G UR ia the same 
as the Hebrew {lW, at least in name. The Assyrian Iunner was probably 
the same QleasUre. These Aramaic legends also give welcome light on 
the reading of certain divine names, hitherto conjecturally read by 
COnsideration of the values of their separate elements. Thus a divine 
Dame read &d-rabd because compound of the sign for ladll C a moun
tain' and that for ra/J(J C great ',and quoted by some in support of 
a derivation of Sbaddai from la., is now known to have been read 
~urru. This is another instance of the precarious nature of deduc
tions from ao-calIed Sumerian words. The monograph is a valuable 
tontribution to both cuneiform and Aramaic knowledge. 
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Die jiingslm KibIIl/er 1IIiI/er .. PatllalJyilJninluu. Von Huco 
WINCnER. (J. C. Hinrichs, Leipzig, 1907.) 

THIS is the second number of the series IIII Ea-1ft "", _ AiItI 
Orient. It is a militant'little book written by Professor Winckler to 
make his views clear and defend them against irrelevant attack. It is 
perhaps a . pity that he could not have been clearer before, but people 
certainly will be stllpid in a perfectly astonishing way. Even now most 
of us would like less assertion and more rigid proof: there are maDY 
assumptions which all cannot make at once. At any rate, DO one will 
waste time by attentively reading what Winckler has to say. Not oo1J 
his opponents, but his patrons, appear frequently to have misunderstood 
his position. 

C H. W. JoRNS. 
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